Sets of t = 0 current algebra and superconvergence sum rules are treated as equations in the coupling constants and masses of states which are assumed to dominate the sum rules.
-lIn a previous paper(') (hereafter denoted by I) we have suggested that the complete set of current algebra and superconvergence sum rules for forward scattering of pions on a hadronic target x leads to a determination of masses and coupling constants of various states which are assumed to dominate the sum rules. We have shown (1) that the complete set of n-p t = 0 sum rules is approximately saturated by the JI, CL! and Al intermediate states and that the obtained predictions for mu, mAl' gcuo,r and I'(Al-+pn) are in good agreement with experiment.
In this paper we analyse the algebraic structure of the t = 0 sum rules for 71-x scattering and apply our technique to a few additional cases. We use the same assumptions as in I and find:
(a) If all t = 0 superconvergence and current algebra sum rules(*)
for n-x scattering are saturated by states forming an irreducible representation (IR) of the SU(2) X SU(2) chiral algebra of charges, the complete set of equations in the masses and coupling constants has a unique, nontrivial solution in the limit of zero pion mass.
(b) If additional states contribute to the sum rules we always find a consistent solution. However, the uniqueness is lost and we can express all masses and coupling constants in terms of a few free parameters, corresponding to the mixing coefficients of the additional IR's which contribute to the sum rules.
(c) All states in a given IR of SU (2) The algebraic analysis presented in this paper refers mainly to the "pure"
(class I) sum rules which are the ones related to the physical forward scattering amplitude. Class II sum rules may, however, give additional information and enable us in a few cases to determine parameters (mixing angles) which are left free by the set of class I sum rules.
The current algebra t = 0 sum rules can be derived only by using PCAC.
We will therefore study the self-consistency of the complete set of equations only in the limit m p 0. We realize that the superconvergence relations can be derived without taking this limit. We now proceed to discuss a few specific sets of sum rules which enable us both to demonstrate our general conclusions and to present those predictions which can be immediately tested by experiment.
(a) We first discuss the case of a pure IR of SU(2) X SU(2). We consider the set of t = 0 sum rules for fl-p scattering (1) and assume that the n and u) intermediate states saturate the sum rules. We solve the set of equations in masses and coupling constants and find (5):
While it is clear that Eqs. (l), (2) do not agree very well with experiment, it is interesting to understand algebrically why we have obtained such a solution.
In order to do so we notice that our saturation assumption is equivalent to assuming that, at infinite momentum, the h = 1 components of p and w are in the ($,$) IR of SU(2) X SU(2) while the h = 0 p and TI are in (LO) f Km* In this case, the axial charge & 5' which is a generator of the algebra, connects p only to w and 71. The matrix elements of the operator Di between particle states at infinite momentum satisfy (6):
If ( The solution is not unique and it depends on a free parameter 8 which we define by: 
We immediately see that as g 
01)
Eq. (10) is identical to (5) and leads to (7). Eq. (11) The coupling constant relations are cumbersome and cannot be directly tested.
We will present them elsewhere, together with a detailed discussion of the sum rules. 2. By "All t = 0 sum rules" we refer to all sum rules involving amplitudes which actually contribute to the scattering at t = 0. These include the charge algebra sum rules and part of the complete set of superconvergence relations. We later refer to these as 'class I superconvergence rules".
3. This does not imply SU(2) X SU(2) invariance.
There are SU(2) X SU (2) symmetry breaking contributions to the masses of the states. These The N-N* sum rules were discussed by P. H. Frampton,
